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Although perhaps better known as an experimental film-maker, Guy Sherwin initially studied painting at Chelsea School of Art in the late 1960s. Sherwin began to make films as part of the London FilmMakers’ Co-operative (LMFC now LUX Moving Image), a body of film-makers closely associated with the structural/materialist film movement that came to prominence in England during the early 1970s. Highly influenced by their radical approach to film-making, he asserts that the LMFC’s exacting approach to film-making has helped to shape and indeed, continues to shape, his film practice due to its investigation and de-mystification of all aspects of film production. While at LMFC Sherwin produced a corpus of work that he has termed Optical Sound films, which investigate the perceptual interchange between aural and visual equivalence on a structural and material level.
The term structural film was used by historian of avant-garde film, P. Adams Sitney, in relation to the condensed form of films by film-makers such as Paul Sharits, Tony Conrad, Hollis Frampton and Michael Snow that emerged from the North American continent during the 1960s and early 1970s. Sitney asserts that these film marked the ‘[t]he most significant development in the American avant-garde cinema since the trend toward mythopoeic forms in the early 1960s’ (1979: 347). Structural film-makers created simplified, sometimes even predetermined art. It was the shape of the film that was crucial while the content was often only of peripheral consideration. Sitney, underpinning their inherent rationality and intellectualism, refers to structural films as films for the mind rather than the eye (1979: 348). He identifies four formal characteristics common across the body of work: a fixed camera position, a stroboscopic flicker effect, rephotography and the use of loops (1979: 348). Although typical of this form of film, these four characteristics may not all be present at once in the structuralist film. Further to this Sitney locates these defining qualities of the structural film as having their roots in Andy Warhol’s early films such as Sleep (1963). Sleep, is composed of six shots filmed from fixed camera positions and employs loop printing in order to facilitate its gradual unfolding over a period of six hours.
This structuralism of the American avant-garde took a more rigorous Marxist approach when it made its way to the shores of Europe with Peter Gidal, one of the most active members of the LMFC, setting out the conditions of, what he terms, structuralist/materialist film in his influential 1976 essay ‘Theory and definition of structural/materialist film’. Rather than focusing on the ontology of film in order to allow for an exploration of perception, the British structuralists focused on the materialist aspects of the film form, considering the ontological investigation of film to be an end in itself. Gidal, in particular, is critical of what he saw as American structural film’s romanticism positing that sound film must have a material function to operate usefully, with equal emphasis placed on both halves of the structuralist/materialist term (1976a: 15). Although both, arguably bearing influence on the aesthetics of Sherwin’s Optical Sound Films, this is perhaps the greatest divergence in philosophy between the two strains of structuralist film. Sherwin adopts the most relevant aspects of both structuralist approaches, appropriating the LFMC’s perceived rigorous ideological approach to the interrogation of the film form in order to allow for a disciplined investigation into the material correspondence between sound and image, while simultaneously exploring the perceptual effects of his phasing experiments.  
Sherwin has explicitly stated that Austrian structuralist film-maker Peter Kubelka had a direct influence on his films. Kubelka produced a highly influential flicker film, composed of alternating patterns of black and clear frames overlaid with a soundtrack of white noise entitled Arnulf Rainer in 1960. As with film-maker and musician Tony Conrad’s later flicker film The Flicker (1965), Kubelka’s film is concerned with sensory perceptual affectivity. Sitney posits that the crux of Kubelka’s film theory rests on the tenet that there is actually no movement in cinema, merely the illusion of movement. Every frame is in essence functioning as a still image. This recalls to a certain extent Sergei Eisenstein’s assertion that meaning in film is produced through the juxtaposition of shots. However, rather than appropriate the shot as his smallest unit of meaning, Kubelka adopts the frame as his basic building block where ‘cinema speaks’ (Kubelka quoted in Sitney (1979: 286) and echoing Scottish animator Norman McLaren’s contention that ‘What happens between each frame is more important than what happens on each frame’ (1958 McLaren cited by Furniss, 2007: 5). Scientific, methodical and captivated by the sensory Kubelka states, 

The structure of my film is metric. It’s sixteen even parts. The elements are only the four basic elements of cinema: sound, silence, light, darkness. All the elements have the same length, namely a twenty-fourth of a second. And out of that simplest film language, I built then my ecstasy. (Kubelka quoted in Metzger 2013)

How telling that Kubelka describes his work thus; at once Kubelka is reflecting on the cinematic apparatus while offering his film up as a generator of ecstasy. Sitney describes Kubelka as affirming the ‘absolute equality of importance between images and sound in cinema’ (1979: 289) and it is perhaps the attention that he pays the parity of the sensory realm pared with his reductive distillation of film to its most basic constituent parts that that appealed to Sherwin.
Much like the North American incarnation of the structural film, with which I am aligning the Austrian Kubelka for the purposes of this article, the structural/materialist films that arose in the United Kingdom attempt to be non-illusionist forms of film that ‘deal with devices that result in the demystification or attempted demystification of the film process’ (Gidal 1976a: 18). These films do not represent or document anything but attempt to destroy illusion and decipher the structure of film and reconstruct, clarify and analyse it. In addition, they have a dialectical function that works in opposition to dominant narrative cinema and therefore sought to eradicate any content with which identification could be made. The austerity of Sherwin’s Optical Sound films and their rumination on the interrelationship between sound and image draw on many of the formal aesthetics of the American structural films of Kubelka and Conrad but reconceptualize them to incorporate the radical polemic philosophy of the LFMC of the early 1970s.
Sherwin’s Optical Sound films function as a cohesive series of investigations into the correlation between sound and image. According to Sherwin what links the films is:

… the physical correspondence between sound and image. In many of the films, sounds are produced directly by the images that we are seeing. The idea of optical sound may seem like a contradiction but in the analogue medium of cine-film, perhaps surprisingly, sound and image are both carried in visual form on the same filmstrip. (2008)

Through his deconstruction of the materiality and structure of sound and image processes in his body of work, Sherwin is attempting to both demystify and understand the audio-visual relationship. He presents the image of the sound on-screen so that we are literally seeing sound or probing the relationship between synchronous and asynchronous sound and the image presented on-screen. In his 2007 film Optical Sound, a later addition to his series of Optical Sound films, the audience is initially confronted with a visual representation of his voice on-screen. These visual soundwaves gradually move out of frame towards the optical soundtrack, whereupon they become audible. This self-reflexiveness is an important precept of structural-materialism. There is an inherent self-consciousness in this mode of film-making with film reflexiveness functioning to present a sense of consciousness to the self. The process of production becomes interlinked with the filmic practice of viewing a production. Through this strategy film-makers associated with structural-materialism are constantly drawing attention to the existence of the film as a construct. Sherwin makes the viewer aware of the materiality of the film, both visually and sonically.
For film-makers associated with structural/materialist film such as Sherwin, technique and aesthetic are inseparable. Gidal writes, ‘access to involvement with technique is the basis of all arts that seek to ask questions’ (1979: 18) and states that involvement with technique has two results. The first is that inventions make the aesthetic possible but are also inseparable from the aesthetic. The second is that aesthetic usage is intimately linked to technical potential. This is certainly true in the case of Sherwin’s Optical Sound films. His thorough exploration of the technical processes of film became the basis of his audio-visual aesthetic. Likewise his audio-visual aesthetic influenced the techniques that he developed. In a video interview with the Lux film archive Sherwin states:

I kind of like the idea of the sound being something that is integral right from the start and as it even comes out of the same processes as the picture. So the ones where I’m using the, what I call optical sound films where I’m taking, say, images of a pattern or it might be of a staircase or railings or something and those images fall into the soundtrack area and they are simultaneously making the soundtrack so that’s one kind of way of sort of physical connection between the picture and sound. (2008)

Sherwin asserts that what links all of his films is the physical equivalence between image and sound. In many of his Optical Sound films, the sounds are produced by the images that we are seeing on-screen. On film stock, sound and image are married on the same strips in a process that Sherwin refers to as ‘accident of technological “synaesthesia”’ (Sherwin and Hegarty 2007: 5). This happy accident, which requires light to decode the mysteries of both sensory tracks, allows Sherwin to treat the somatic material of each with the same physical action. His film Spirals (1974, 2007), for example, was made by partially immersing a spool of unexposed film stock in developer.
Sherwin was of course not the first film artist to play with the physical possibilities of optical sound. Two different schools of thought emerged surrounding the animated synthetic soundtrack in the early twentieth century. The first, developed by engineer Rudolf Pfenninger, attempted to codify sound into tonal patterns that could be consistently reproduced into a type of sound writing that could be universally reproduced by other sound-on-film composers or animators. The second type of optical sound, developed by German animator and artist Oskar Fischinger in his animated sound experiments, was designed to explore the relationship between graphic forms and their auditory counterparts and attempted to create what Richard S. James refers to as visual calligraphy (1986: 74) by photographing shapes onto the soundtrack in order to see what sound they produced. Unlike Rudolf Pfenninger, who was interested in discovering and studying what tones were produced by specific graphic shapes, Fischinger was concerned with discovering what sounds specific shapes produced to develop a way to codify the visual images. 
Sherwin’s series of four Optical Sound films, ‘Sound Made with a Camera’, which explore what sounds filmed images would make if they were printed on a soundtrack, arguably have roots in the type of sound experiments that Fischinger was carrying out in Germany in the 1930s. Sherwin’s Optical Sound films, like many structural/materialist films, use geometric, abstract and predominantly non-figurative images. Those films that do use figurative images, such as Railings (1977, 2007), do so in order to investigate the sound that these images can make when printed on the optical soundtrack. In Soundtrack (1977, 2007) Sherwin prints the continuous uninterrupted image of parallel railway tracks shot from a moving train onto both the image and soundtrack so that the audience is both hearing and seeing the railway tracks. The materiality and image tone has an effect on the quality of the sound produced. Areas of light increase the volume, while the shadows and dark areas lower the volume. As the train passes through a tunnel and the image imprinted on the sound and image track is black there is still a constant rhythm being sounded out by the soft clicks of the tape joins thus drawing attention to the fabric of the celluloid and the artifice of both the auditory and film construct. 
In the same fashion, for Musical Stairs (1977, 2007), Sherwin filmed the iron staircase in front of the LMFC from a fixed position and then transposed the images onto the soundtrack. He managed to make an approximate musical scale in eleven tones by tilting the camera up and down; the more stairs in a frame the higher the pitch of the corresponding sound. The exposure of the film equated to the volume of the sound; the darker the image on-screen, the louder the sound heard from the speaker. The film is structured around a series of ascending and descending rhythms. People appearing on the stairs provide an interruption, while leaves on the stairs add timbre. In these films, the visual material, figurative or not, is abstracted into patterns of light on the soundtrack to be reconfigured in an alternative sensory realm. In films such as Soundtrack and Musical Stairs, Sherwin is attempting to see what mysteries are revealed by the process of hearing the sound of the moving image of the train, just as Fischinger was endeavouring to see what would happen if he photographed graphic shapes onto the film soundtrack. 
Artist and writer Steven Ball draws attention to Sherwin’s use of the film projector to produce sound within his work to the extent that Sherwin employs the projection apparatus as an instrument to be played within a live context. He asserts that ‘the sound and space of the projection performance, the work becomes as much as sound performance as a cinematic one’ (2011: 268). Interestingly Ball makes a connection between Sherwin’s Cycles films and the music of American minimalist composer Steve Reich. Sherwin himself has cited Steve Reich as the third major influence on his Optical Sound films. This cross-disciplinary influence was not unusual at the time. Although Sherwin explicitly makes reference to Reich’s music as an influence on his work, Reich himself drew certain inspiration from the American avant-garde art scene in the 1950s and 1960s. Paul Hillier suggests that ‘the art world continued to hold at least as much fascination for him as the music world’ (2004: 13–14). Throughout the 1960s Reich was an active participant in New York’s thriving inter-disciplinary art scene maintaining friendships with artists such as Richard Serra, Michael Snow, La Monte Young, Philip Glass, Yvonne Rainer, Trisha Brown and Bruce Nauman. Reich asserts in an interview with Paul Hillier, 

Socially, I was more involved with painters and sculptors than I was with other composers. There were some other composers I knew, but most were involved with John Cage and others in that circle; and while I admired those people, that was not my direction… That’s also why our kind of music became known as ‘minimal music,’ because painter and sculptors were exploring these kinds of things before composers did. (Reich, 2000, 2004b: 221)

Boundaries between the arts were relatively fluid during that period due to a shared underlying philosophical interest in process and distillation among a certain body of artists and composers. As Serra, a sculptor particularly associated with the process art movement writes, ‘We were each other’s audience and critics. The interchange of ideas nourished new approaches to materials, to time, to context, to process. We were all involved in process’ (2005).
Considering this permeability of boundaries between the arts during the period that Sherwin began to develop his series of Optical Sound films, it is not unusual that he specifically appropriates Reich’s use of phasing, looping and most importantly Reich’s stress on the importance of process in the structuring of material. The process of film rather than the content was of the utmost importance to the structuralist/materialist film-makers and by extension Sherwin. The structuralist/materialist film-makers used devices drawn from music such as loops to minimize the content so that the film could function simply as a film. In addition, the use of the loop steers the film past its content and brings back the film event again and again. The structural film also uses specific devices such as repetition within the duration of the film in an attempt to decipher the film’s construction and decipher the transformations. Kubelka, for example, provides express instructions that his films, when rented, should be screen twice. Sherwin’s most marked use of the loop is in his first film Phase Loop (1971, 2007), an entire film constructed out of a single twelve-second continuous loop.
A natural bedfellow to structural/materialist film, Reich’s music relies on repetition and gradual process. To Reich the piece of music is a process that should be heard as it is occurring. Essentially Reich’s music can be encapsulated in the following two points.
1.	 Music is a process and is the subject not the source of the music.
2.	The process of music should happen gradually and slowly in order to draw attention to the process and, what Michael Nyman refers to as, ‘the inevitability of its gradualness’ (Nyman 1999: 151).
Both of these strategies underpin Sherwin’s Optical Sound films. In Sherwin’s films the process of the film occurring over time is, in the main, more important than the content of the films. In Phase Loop, for example, Sherwin employs the most basic imagery open to him by punching a circular hole through black film stock in order to explore the process of audio-visual correspondence and phasing.  
Much of Reich’s work can be defined by a technique called phasing, by which two identical melodic patterns gradually fall out of synchronization with each other before falling into unison again, but he is also influenced by the tape techniques of musique concrète and developed the idea of repeating short patterns as a compositional technique by experimenting with tape. This is clearly demonstrated in Reich’s tape composition ‘It’s Gonna Rain’ (1965). Reich recorded a street preacher proclaiming the coming of a devastating flood in Union Square in San Francisco. When the preacher uttered the words ‘It’s Gonna Rain’ a pigeon took off and the flapping of the wings coincided with the articulation of the words. When the phrase was looped the words combined with the rhythm of the pigeon’s flapping wings to create what Reich refers to as a pigeon drummer.
The pieces were arranged so that there were two loops, organized so that the sounds emerged 180° from each other in canon. The two loops begin in synchronization and gradually move out of synch before falling back into unison once again.  Reich writes:

What’s really riveting is the process of starting in unison and gradually separating in unison, passing through all these different canonic relationship; these different mini-rounds and coming to various recognisable musically interesting parts and these rational resting part.  And finally, if you let it go it comes back together again. (Reich 2006)

Sherwin applies Reich’s process of phasing to Phase Loop. He asserts that although the film was simple to make it is in fact ‘perceptually (to the eye and to the ear) surprisingly complex’ (Sherwin and Hegarty 2007: 11). The imagery consists of a hole punched in the centre of each frame at intervals of one second. Sherwin made a single scratch that produces a tapping sound in the soundtrack area at a slightly longer interval of every 26th frame. He then joined the film into a loop. As the loop runs through the projector the tapping sound of the scratch falls behind the circular light circle on the image track before eventually catching up. In his notes for the film Sherwin writes:

Contained in this simple loop, divided evenly between the senses of sound and sight is a microcosm of film’s temporal experience: synchronisation and its loss, repetition, reflection, syncopation, anticipation, resolution. (Sherwin and Hegarty 2007)

In this statement Sherwin is drawing attention to the fact that this simple phased loop composition could function concurrently on both a formal material level and a transcendental one in much the same way that music can. He is presenting us with the temporal process of film as an object for contemplation. The sound remains a constant rhythm on the soundtrack due to the fact that the soundtrack is connected in a loop but the pitch and length of the taps varies for each. Likewise, the dots punched into the image track are not strictly uniform and do not always appear in the same position in the centre of the frame. The sound and image become asynchronous before falling back into synch. This recalls Reich’s phase compositions, particularly ‘Piano Phase’ (1967), in which two pianists begin playing a twelve note, even semi-quaver melody of five different modal pitches in unison with itself on both pianos, gradually falling out of phase before reuniting in unison again.  
Something similar is occurring in the original incarnation of Sherwin’s film Cycles (1972, 2007), another deceptively simple film. Sherwin constructed the image by sticking paper dots onto or punching holes into clear 16mm film leader, composing the associated soundtrack by sticking paper dots to the optical sound edge of the film. The dots are converted simultaneously into picture and sound during the process of projection. Although strictly not a phase piece in the same manner as Phase Loop, there is a phase effect occurring in Cycles. As the film progresses the space between dots is eroded gradually until the images fuse into what Sherwin refers to as a ‘pulsating ball of light’ (Sherwin and Hegarty 2007: 17) and the rhythmic sounds coalesce into a hypnotic drone. 
Like Sherwin, Reich was interested in structures that can be audibly perceived. Although he admired composers such as John Cage, who used specific processes when composing, he was critical that they were compositional ones that could not be discerned during performances. Reich was adamant that compositional processes and the sounding music should have an audible connection ([1968] 2004: 35). Composer and artist Brian Eno talks about the dramatic effect that Reich’s ‘It’s Gonna Rain’ had on him. He could hear all manner of complex material in the deceptively simple structure. He refers to the structure of the piece as ‘aural moiré patterns’ (quoted in Tamm 1988: 22). Moiré patterns are constructed from the superimpositions of two simple patterns, for example parallel lines. When these lines are superimposed and moved in relation to each other complex and unexpected movements emerge. Likewise in ‘It’s Gonna Rain’ and, indeed, all of Reich’s phasing compositions, by virtue of the phasing process, the patterns and relationships between instruments are constantly shifting and changing.
Although the harmonies in Reich’s phasing pieces are never resolved Reich maintains that there are still ‘mysteries’ to be found in his phase pieces,

The use of hidden structural devices in music never appealed to me. Even when all the cards are on the table and everyone hears what is gradually happening in a musical process, there are still enough mysteries to satisfy all. These mysteries are the impersonal, unattended, psycho-acoustic by-products of the intended process. These might include sub-melodies heard within repeated melodic patterns, stereophonic effects due to listener location, slight irregularities in performance, harmonics, difference tones, etc. (Reich [1968] 2004)

Nyman points out that some of the different patterns that arise when listening to these phase compositions are ‘sound objects thrown up in the natural process but which have absolutely no existence separate from the flow of the constant rhythmic stream’ (1999: 155). 
In his essay entitled ‘Pattern structure and process in Steve Reich’s Piano Phase’, Paul Epstein posits that the mysteries ‘stem in part from the fact that while the process is continuous, our perception of it is not’ (1986: 497). This means that the audience is in essence constructing their own experience of the music. The composite subpatterns and reconfigurations that emerge through the phasing process can impose themselves on the listener or can alternatively be cultivated by the listener. This is echoed by Eno, who states that Reich’s phasing pieces take advantage of the creativity of the brain by transferring the job of being the composer into the brain of the listener, saying to the listener ‘your brain is actually making this piece of music because you knew what the ingredients were. There was nothing mysterious about how the piece works’ (Eno 2006).
Sherwin is also relying on the ability of the brain to identify particular markers such as the point of unison and construct the pattern Phase Loop. Epstein suggests that the unison phase in ‘Piano Phase’ is important and that the reappearance of unison is such an event because ‘as the pattern emerges and finally locks into phase, we are reminded that, however obscured, it has been there all along’ (Epstein 1986: 497). This idea can be extended to Phase Loop. As the film gradually moves back into audio-visual synchronization we remember that there was a moment of unison at the outset, throwing up unexpected audio-visual patterns and harmonies throughout its circular progression.  
This idea is further explored in Cycles. It is through the concept of the persistence of vision which governs how audiences reconcile the flow of moving images, and its aural equivalent that allows films to be a perceived continuous whole. As Sherwin discerns we cease to distinguish gaps between them but see or hear a single entity. This relies on, what Steven Ball, ‘refers to as “the persistence of hearing”’ (2011: 268). Sherwin, ever the structuralist, often subverts this illusory perceptual effect by playing with not only points of synchronization but with the temporality and duration of the audio-visual content in order to draw attention to, both the construction and materiality of the film and the relationship between sound and image. In addition to the structural implications, Cycles, specifically, throws up interesting perceptual artefacts, often creating afterimages and colour patterns where none exist.
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